Central Borders
Lockdown Activities and Evaluation Report

The announcement of ‘lockdown’ and the subsequent social restrictions meant we had to
be able to quickly react to maintain connections and ensure that as many people as
possible within the service felt supported and included by all their friendships within
Interest Link Central.
Many studies are easily found via a Google search on the global increase of loneliness and
its detrimental effects. It is widely acknowledged that this is particularly prevalent amongst
those affected by a disability and with complex needs (Sense, 2017, Someone Cares if I’m
not there). The effects of lockdown on loneliness as reported by ONS (Coronavirus and
loneliness, Great Britain, 3rd April to 3rd May) would indicate an understandable increase in
feelings of isolation with 4 out of 5 people who are chronically lonely also reporting that
they are lockdown lonely. Our concern was to provide a means to alleviate those feelings
for those within our project and we did this via a variety of means.

Zoom – online events – started 4th April - ongoing
We quickly adopted Zoom as our online social hub and ensured that invitations were
privately emailed and used the waiting room facility to ensure that only Interest Link
members and volunteers are able to access our events and meetings. We started off with a
pilot coffee morning on the 4th of April and since then we have developed online sessions
of bingo (both musical and numerical), private sessions of Clubbercise (aerobics tailored to
our group, all exercises can be and are adapted for wheelchair users or any mobility
requirements, the teacher also uses Makaton, session is essentially a disco in your living
room), The Publess Family Pub Quiz and live cookalongs.
For safety, all participants are required to sign an online
disclaimer for the Clubbercise which is run by Rowdiravers.
This is a completely new activity for us and was developed
by reaching out to our networks.
For cooking, we send out a list of ingredients at least a
week in advance. The last recipe for Oreo truffles
contained only 3 ingredients. Cookalongs are led by
Debbie Lawrie who has been a tutor with Interest Link for
9 years.
For our bingo nights, we use an events coordinator from
our own network, Craig Thomson. Craig has 9 years of
experience in training and mentoring and is a good fit for
our online social events. Links to online bingo cards are
sent along with the Zoom invitation from our own staff
members.
We have new plans in development for game nights as well as craftalongs and online
lunches where we all meet and chat over lunch too and plan to maintain a programme
over the summer. Events are currently weekly.
We have been impressed with the amount of people who willingly jumped into Zoom with
us and we have remotely helped several volunteers and families navigate the app – sitting
face to face to iPad and WhatsApp video calls whilst looking at screens to show which
buttons to tap.
We are able and very keen to try and incorporate as many people as possible. We have
one member who has an iPad but not Zoom, and she is very keen to see everyone and be
involved. We call her on Facetime and turn the screen round to our laptops and connect a
Bluetooth speaker in as well – this ensures that Jennifer can see and speak to everyone.
She was utterly delighted when we worked this out with her and she now joins us for the
cookalongs, not to cook but purely for the interaction. We also made sure she was in a
team for the pub quiz and when we were all sent to zoom breakout rooms to confer,

Jennifer was able to chat freely with the rest of her team and enjoy some quality time.
Jennifer says she is feeling lonely and bored during lockdown and the sessions keep her in
touch with people she wouldn’t be able to see otherwise.
Just before lockdown I had been to meet a new
referral for our children’s service. J is 13 and
visually impaired with learning disabilities. I
invited her to the join the group after summer
but have not been able to visit the family since
that initial visit due to current guidelines. She has
come onto Zoom with family support and has
now met a few of the volunteers and another
group member in bingo sessions so this will
make the process of joining the groups a little
easier for her. The other member who she met
online has not been able to participate in
sessions for a number of months due to physical
injury and recovery following an accident at her
school – but now her and her mum/dad drop into Zoom sessions and have played bingo
and also joined in Clubbercise as well as placing third in the pub quiz.
The family element of Zoom has been a
bonus. Whole households join in with all the
events and it gives a chance for everyone to
meet (at least visually) and be able to say hello
to other people that their family member is
friends with at the groups. Families have made
fantastic efforts too. For example setting up
disco lights in their own living rooms for the
Clubbercise sessions and making their mums
dance to all the old favourite songs.
One of our families is living separately due to
dad being a keyworker within the hospital
setting and the health risks to his family - they
were all missing each other and so asked if the
dad would be able to join in the Publess Quiz
from his accommodation and be on their
family team. We were delighted to have the
family as a team and we all gave the dad a
wee cheer!

Megan is a group member who asked me if we could all sing to her mum as it was her
birthday on a bingo day – we did so with gusto and we have had a few Zoom birthday
singalongs. Lockdown birthdays feel different and everyone is happy to help someone’s
day a little more special.

We had one Zoom disaster when the first 15 minutes of a quiz were beset with glitches
and it eventually kicked the host out of the meeting. We had started to think we would
need to cancel the session but our host knows his stuff – he came back into the room to a
rousing cheer and everything settled back down. No one seemed to mind and indeed, we
received several messages from people saying that they knew technology sometimes fails
but that they had a good night and couldn’t wait for more.

Social media – Facebook and Instagram - started 20th March ongoing
Our social media had previously been mostly utilised to keep everyone up to date with
what had been happening but now we decided that we needed to become far more
interactive and reach a higher level of engagement so that we could use our Facebook and
Instagram pages as safe places to stay connected and encourage communication. We
devised and set up private groups to run alongside our public pages and we keep both
updated with competitions and activities as well as TikTok dances with a local
choreographer and everyone chipping in with comments about any Zoom activities they’ve
joined in with. The groups are freely contributed to but all posts are monitored. Our public
pages reflect our activities and can also reach volunteers and members who may not yet
be in the private group for a variety of reasons.
We started ‘gently’ with a coffee/take 5 minutes photo tag on social media where everyone
sent us selfies with a cup of tea of coffee. We then started to promote our Zoom events
and run competitions too – for example upcycling a bottle or jar, nature art and Easter egg
decoration.
We also uploaded fitness and cooking videos to all our accounts from our current tutors.
Familiar faces known by all who attend their different groups make these videos very
relatable for everyone involved. Making scones using lemonade certainly caused some fun
discussion! These videos allow full access via the website or social media platforms and do
not require Zoom or a Facebook account.

Our Facebook reach has increased and we continue to gain followers in both groups.

Traditional Mailout – 1st to 7th May.
We sent out a mail shot to everyone called “Seeds and Beads” which contained a
newsletter with our programme of Zoom events, origami papers and a link to follow for
instructions, water beads and heart shaped papers embedded with wild flowers for people
to plant. We received very positive feedback from these from members and volunteers.
We have also sent greeting cards with personal messages to those who we are not able to
engage with directly via online or phone.

Telephone befriending – started 30th March - ongoing
We knew that we would be able to identify people who lived alone or who would
particularly benefit from a 121 phone chat with either their previously established 121 link
or with someone they had a good bond with from one of our groups.
As staff, we also speak to several members every 1-2 weeks to touch base and also text,
WhatsApp and email various individuals as well as sending group messages.
To date we have approximately 8 telephone links who speaks to each other most weeks for
a catch up. These would mostly be service users who do not access Zoom and social
media.
One of these members is Robbie…he is 13 and lives with his mum, Susan and his brother.
Robbie is home-schooled due to bullying and they are a happy family. Robbie was initially
very shy within our group but is now fully settled and has formed an incredible bond with
our volunteer Declan who he calls “a brother from another mother”. They now have weekly
phone calls and these are a highlight for them both. Susan says Robbie waits excitedly for
their chats and Declan reports that Robbie sometimes suggests homework for him if his
knowledge in lacking in Godzilla or Star Wars. They can easily speak for 30 minutes and
both parties enjoy their time.

Distraction Boxes – 28th May
We decided to send out “distraction boxes” to the members of our children’s and youth
groups and also our youngest volunteers who we have found are less likely to be able or
interested in digital engagement. We had packs made up by another local initiative and we
then added in our own wood slices to paint as rainbows and also masks to decorate. We
delivered these directly to each family adhering to social distancing and it also gave us a
chance to chat briefly with all the families and gather their thoughts on the return of group
sessions.

Feedback
We asked our families for feedback to see if we are currently offering the best service for
them. Whilst we are not able to provide our usual more traditional form of short respite
breaks, we have been able to offer the continuation of friendships and activities to support
our members and also to provide our pre- planned and organised activities which mean
for one evening in the week, we are still there!

Activity bags – scheduled for early July
Staff will be taking annual leave in July so we have planned to leave each volunteer and
service user an activity box with a Zoom schedule for our return, newsletter, crafts, treats,
activities and a competition. The theme will be “summer daze” and will so far contain the
makings of a jelly baby lido (sugar free jelly, jelly babies and little foil cocktail umbrellas),
mocktail glasses and fruity straws for a summer scene selfie competition, stick of rock, shell
craft and flip flop dream catcher kits. These will be delivered by staff and a volunteer over
a number of days. Our budget all-inclusive is £5 per bag.

Plans for post Lockdown and beyond
We hope to be able to safely restart our groups and although we know there may well be
changes to the running of these we will supplement those sessions with a continued Zoom
and online programme to ensure that we decrease the isolation felt by our members and
continue to break down barriers within our community. We would like to call this our
“Blending Befriending” service (If we can’t be in the room, we can still be on Zoom!) and
this would fit it in seamlessly with our current services to allow social activity across all the
age groups and thereby continue the new directions we are able to take as well as actively
involve families where they so choose.
We know that other projects have developed similar plans and that they also intend to
maintain these, for example Age Exchange in Blackheath which is a creative project for
families caring for someone with dementia (see 835.London, 7.6.20, what’s in the box?) and
we are pleased to note the successes of such schemes.
Zoom and online events have been very successful for us and we believe that this capacity
makes us ever more accessible. We plan to maintain a programme of online socials to
accompany groups when these are reinstated, even if once monthly when restrictions are
further lifted and particularly in winter when there is less chance to be out in bad weather
in our more rural areas.
We also know that our regular transport options will be restricted and this will impact on
our members significantly– prior to lockdown we relied heavily on shared taxis and “carpooling” to ensure the most cost effective options for us and for our members who do not
have alternative travel options. Current guidance looks to drastically reduce the number of
passengers within a taxi or hired vehicle for the foreseeable future and this will effectively
result in prohibitive costs. Again due to the rurality of our area, public transport is very
rarely an appropriate option and does not cover all towns in the evenings.
For those who will be shielding or isolating longer we would be keen to investigate ways of
making technology accessible. We are very aware that for some of our members and
volunteers with underlying health issues the lockdown restrictions will last longer than for
the general population, and that there may well be a reticence and anxiety with the pace of
the easing. We want to be ready to reassure everyone involved that we are equipped to
progress with our services and maintain the connections – providing some stability in
uncertain times.
Should there be a second wave and further lockdown restrictions, we now have an already
established online service and are therefore able to effectively indemnify our service in
times of unpredictability.

